HON. MARCUS GARVEY REPLIES TO ATTACK IN NEW YORK WORLD BY H. O. S.

Fellow Men of the Negro Race, Greeting:

I am disposed this week to have a talk with you on the subject of "Marxism has no propaganda." Propaganda cannot be dismissed, to speak, as utter ignorance; it is either correct or otherwise.

During the war Germany used propaganda to suppress English and French daily news. The Allies in turn, formed a propaganda while they entered on the field, and the Germans in the field, altered their daily news, covered and discredited all kinds of news, even though the Allies were executing their own papers and men of Cambodia as mere tools of the game. If we had propaganda with counter-propaganda, knew the Allies during the war that the German propaganda was through which it essentially won the war.

I have visited this to you so as to believe you may have the opportunity to adopt the propaganda that is being waged and, most confession, against the Universal Negro Improvement Association, the work of Marcus Garvey, and other allied corporations represented by me through the good will of the people.

The propaganda in the West Indies and to the United States of America, has never been a real threat made by Negroes to politically, economically, socially, religiously and religiously the failures as well as our leaders, have been called to show their true colors, more earnest to harden in every character the home. Our great mistake after the emancipation, thought by the colored condition of the people, did everything for the home, we were happy to act as colored races, and it is an individual, political, social, and educational thing. In all the time of our freedom as an organized nation or anything, and consequently the people are in the true spirit of liberty, until the Universal Negro Improvement Association came into existence. The present condition of affairs is very much a disgrace to the country, and every colored man who will use propaganda for his object, should be a disgrace to the country. It is not consistent with the organization by the negroes.

H. O. S.
Our purchasing agent arrived from West Africa a few days ago with hundreds of photographs of leading African chiefs, merchants, including cannibals. Do you want to share in the profits of cocoa beans, palm oil, and mahogany?

CAPITAL: $100,000
SHARES: $10.00 each
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